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The June 1st General Meeting was our annual barbeque, the first since 
June 2019.  It was held at the Frank Brush Barn.  It was well-attended and 
included grilled delights, cold drinks, and a Mr. Softee truck visit arranged 
by the Piotrowskis.  Thanks, Jean and Ed.  Mike D. deserves much credit:  
he purchased supplies, organized seating, and did much of  the grilling.  
The other chef  was Mike M.  Several other members pitched in by col-
lecting funds, obtaining ice, and setting up indoor and outdoor tables and 
chairs.  Thanks to all of  the contributors for making the event successful. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES 
 

Next General Meeting, 7/6/2022 
Topic:  Our semi-annual round robin, where members 
come to demonstrate their techniques, ask questions, 
bring their own projects they might be having problems 
with. 

 
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 7/11/2022  

Topic: Sharpening and using a card scraper. Please be 
sure to bring your scraper to try out the techniques 
offered in the presentation. 

 
Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 7/14/2022 

hollowing tools and a hands-on opportunity to try them. 
 

Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 7/21/2022 
Topic:  Show discussion, Xmas ornaments, and toys for 
the show. 

 
Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 7/26/2022 

Topic:  The group will continue working on automatons, 
individual projects, and show and tell. 

 
JULY 2022 MEETINGS  
 

The General Meeting scheduled for July 6, 2022, will be a round-
robin and start at 7 PM at the Frank Brush Barn. 

The third quarter LIW Board Meeting is scheduled for July 18, 
2022, and will start at 7 PM.  The session will be held at the 
Hauppauge Palace Diner, 525 Smithtown Bypass, Hauppauge, NY 
11788.

 
 

SECRETARY’S 
NOTES

MICHAEL 
MITTLEMAN
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Next meeting 
Wednesday July 6th 7 pm 

 
In person at Brush Barn  

 
 

Topic: Round Robin 
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 BOB WOODLICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The Cabinet and Furniture Makers June 14th meeting started with a discussion of  “Show” plans.  
One important comment was to have Joe Bottigliere print new membership cards, so no one is charged when enter-
ing the Cradle of  Aviation.  If  you have a card, you are all set. 
 
Show volunteers are needed.  Please get in touch with Pat Lerner; she will explain what is involved.  Pat is looking 
for people for seminars, a toymakers booth, door raffles, tool sales, et cetera. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Charlie Morehouse found a small table on the side of  the road with a leather top.  Charlie removed 
the leather top and then veneered it with mahogany and French 
polished the top. 
 
Bob Lerner showed us how he connected the splayed legs of  a 
rocking horse to the rockers themselves.  Bob said it would have 
been easier to get the angles on the rockers while they were 
square and then shape the arcs. 
 
DISCUSSION  Harry Slutter on Lumber Preparation 
 
The topic of  the evening was a presentation by Harry Slutter, 
who explained the milling process.  Before any milling is done, 
Harry begins with a sketch of  the item he is building.  In other 
words, he creates a plan.  This provides a breakdown of  the 
amount of  material that is needed. 

The second step is to get an idea of  how much wood is needed 
based on the parts in the sketch.  For example, if  there is a shelf  
that’s supposed to be 6 inches deep by 8 feet long and eight 
quarter inches thick, you need to know how many board feet 
that represents.  All measurements should be in inches before calculating the board feet. To do so, calculate depth 
times length times thickness and divide by 144.  The result will provide board feet, not linear feet.  

The next process to consider is the cuts of  wood.  Look at the end of  the board.  Flats-awn makes cathedrals (grain 
direction on surface-top or bottom).  Rift or quarter-sawn lumber produces straight grain.  Rift is cut on a diagonal, 
which is suitable for leg stock.  Harry explained the terminology.  Five quarters equals 1 1/4 inches thick - unlike 
two by fours which are usually 1 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches.  Hardwoods are true to size.  When you see S2S, the boards 
surfaced on two sides.  S3S has the face edge, and top and bottom surfaces milled.  S4S lumber has all four sides 
milled. 

Harry marks all pieces with chalk.  This indicates the amount of  wood needed and where pieces go in the final pro-
ject.  Harry likes to work with smaller pieces; they are easier to control.  He hand-planes to check the grain.  He rec-
ommends selecting flat boards.  If  there is a small cup, that is acceptable.  If  they are twisted, toss them.  Harry does 
not use the wood right away.  He usually lets the lumber sit in his shop for a few days.  For example, the wood for 

Charlie’s Table
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a table will be stickered for one week to ten days. For doors, it would be two weeks.  Let the wood acclimate to your 
shop. 

Once the wood is acclimated to his shop, the jointing can begin.  When jointing, put the cup side down and plane 
that side until it is flat.  Next, plane one edge with the flat piece against the fence.  Harry recommends push-blocks 
and wearing decent shoes when jointing.  Pay attention when jointing.  Jointers and shapers are the most dangerous 
machines in the shop.  Harry suggested looking at the grain direction.  Some types of  figured wood are prone to tear 
out.  Harry likes to use the helical heads on his planers and jointers because they provide cleaner cuts.  

If  you are jointing a long piece, have someone hold, not guide or push, the work being jointed.  Review the proce-
dure with the helper, so they know exactly your intentions.  Very light cuts are made on the jointer, with the cup side 
down.  Try to get the minimum pieces needed.  Jointer knives should be at the same height as the outfeed table.  
Make sure the fence is perpendicular to the table.  Pressure should be on the outfeed table, which is the front.  Use 
push-blocks and keep the tables clean.  Harry recommends waxing or spraying an appropriate lubricant on the tables. 

The next progression is to joint the edge.  Put the newly flattened surface against the jointer fence and joint the edge.  
Again, make very light passes and keep pressing against the fence. 

At this point, the jointer part is done.  The planer is now used to surface the other side.  The jointed side, not the 
edge, is placed on the planer bed, which should be waxed.  Make very light passes and inspect to verify the planing 
with each pass until the board is completely planed.   

The board is now placed on the table saw with the jointed edge to the fence.  The board is ripped to get the final 
edge straight and square.  Harry recommends checking squareness occasionally.  Some other recommendations by 
Harry are to make parts bigger than what you need.  If  the piece is to be 8 inches wide, start with 8 1/4 or 8 1/2 
inches.  That allows some leeway.  Once cut, the width cannot be increased.    

One additional note was made regarding jointing two boards.  It is not good if  the clamps must be heavily cranked 
to join the edges.  Properly jointed boards should only need slight pressure to be joined. 

Harry’s presentation was logical, sequential, informative, and resulted in a good night.  Thanks, Harry. 

Everyone setup in the back of Harry’s 

shop by the machines. 
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Charlie showing a garbage find table he 

veneered and refinished, Ben making sure the 

table could be heard on zoom. 

Harry showing us push blocks he 

uses when jointing, a must to keep 

your hands safe. 
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Harry face jointing a board.

Harry planing the board after face jointing 

for parallel faces. 
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 PATTI LERNERLISA

ANNOUNCEMENTS President Steve Kelman opened the June 16th meeting and introduced Steve Eckers and Ed 
Dillon, who will run the Toy Shop at our annual show.  I had asked them to come to get the scrollers involved in 
making the toys given away at the show. 
 
They provided toy plans, directions, advice and brought samples of  some cars they had made.  All we have to do is 
cut out and sand the toys.  They are not painted or finished.  Steve and Ed will add the axles and wheels.  Steve rec-
ommended Armor Craft online for supplies if  you plan on using your own wheels.  Steve and Ed also showed exam-
ples of  simple puzzles and advised having a wide kerf  to make the puzzles easy for small hands to assemble.  
 
Jim Maloney will post toy plans on our website and email them to our members.  
 
Continuing with show plans, Bob Lerner and I met with Show Chair Bill Leonhardt at the Cradle of  Aviation 
Museum to scope out where our exhibit will be and to learn more details.  Bob showed a panoramic view of  the 
museum’s huge, bright lobby where we will set up.  Restrooms and a cafeteria are close by.  Loading and unloading 
will be easy due to the parking lot and entrance proximity.  
 
Steve K. reminded everyone that we would need helpers for the show set-up on Friday, help with numerous tasks 
throughout the show itself, and clean up on Sunday.  Patti continues to take names of  volunteers for those tasks.  
 
We will have two scroll saws running throughout the show operated by Rolf  and Joe P.   We are hoping to get the 
club’s saw from Mike Daum for presentations.  
 
For the presentations, contact Bob Wieser. Rolf  will be doing a PowerPoint presentation and Alain another presen-
tation.  
 
SHOW AND TELL Our chapter challenge this month was flowers. 
 
Bob Carpentier made a pretty flower display on a base.  He painted his project with Unicorn Spit (paint) which 
prompted a discussion starting with “You used what??” 
 
Bob recommended spraying pieces lightly with water before painting to cut down on too much absorption and help 
the paint flow more smoothly.  He sealed his project with oil-based poly and said spray lacquer could be used too. 
 
Patti made a segmented piece of  a sunset over waves from Baltic Birch, painted with acrylics and finished witan h 
indoor/outdoor acrylic finish since it will hang in a bathroom.  She also made two flowers and a bush from slotted 
Baltic Birch pieces and painted them with acrylics.  
 
Charlie Felson showed us his design idea for a trivet using the Grateful Dead dancing bears. Suggestions were dis-
cussed for making the design workable for the scrollsaw. 
 
Rolf  showed us his first turned pepper mill.  
 
Alain brought a pile of  woodworking magazines for us to pick through.  Thanks, Alain! 
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Last but not least…many thanks to Pam Urso for her yummy (and still warm!) chocolate chip cookies. They were a 
nice treat!  
   
The meeting ended with the usual chit-chat till Jim shut the lights out to get us to leave.

Toys built by Steve Eckers and Ed Dillon- three cars and 

a plane made with a 2x4, kangaroo puzzle, a different 

version in a tray frame, and a cute truck that can hold a 

dozen crayons or pencils.

Three dimensional flowers and a bush made from 

four slotted pieces each, by Patti Lerner and a pretty 

flower trio on a base made by Bob Carpentier. 
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Alain Tiercy showing his intricate 

fretwork Christmas tree. 

A beautiful pepper grinder turned by Rolf Beuttenmuller and a deli-

cate, slotted fretwork Christmas tree by Alain Tiercy.
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Patti Lerner holding her 

segmented “Sunset Beyond 

the Waves” project.

Bob Carpentier showing his 

lovely flower trio.
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Rolf Beuttenmuller with his 

beautiful pepper grinder. 
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 JIM MOLONEYTURNER’S GUILD

President Jim Moloney called the June 9th meeting to order shortly after 7:00 PM. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS After the meeting, I saw an e-mail from secretary Bob Lerner saying he could not make the 
meeting and I should ask Barry to take the minutes, oh well.   

 
SHOW AND TELL We had several show-and-tell items: 
 

Brian Roughly turned a small vase with a wavy rim; I see a demo in his future.   
 

Tony Fuoco turned a thin vase and pierced it. 
 

Rob Crespolini turned a spalted piece and did some hollowing. 
 

Jim Clancy showed some pendants he turned. 
 

Barry Saltsberg turned a bowl and a natural edge winged bowl (I think he was inspired by the propeller 
demo from a previous Cabinet Makers meeting). 

 
Steve Maiele made a model missile launcher. 

 
I showed a segmented vase, one of  four for sale in the gift shop at the show.   

 
If  I had remembered to start the recording at the beginning of  the meeting, I could tell you what wood was used 
in each project, but at least I recorded Joe Pascucci’s demo.   
 
DEMONSTRATION Joe Pascucci turned a pendant from scrap wood using a Joyner off-center jig sold by Niles 
Bottle Stoppers.  He attached the wood to the jig with 2-sided tape and turned it round using the center hole. To 
drill a hole for the cord, he used the off-set feature to select the best area to drill.  After turning the pendant, Joe 
likes to use Liberon Finishing Oil and buff  it to a shine.  He attaches a 44-inch length of  cord from Michael’s, 
which the wearer can adjust.  Check out the Gift Shop at the show to purchase one!   
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Brian turned a small vase 

with a wavy rim

Rob is working on his  

hollowing skills
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Jim shows some pendants he turned
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Jim made 4 segmented vases for 

sale in the show gift shop

Barry turned a natural edge 

winged bowl
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Steve made a model 

rocket launcher

Joe turning a pendant
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

 

8 9 1 7 3 6 2 5 4
4 3 7 5 1 2 8 6 9
6 2 5 4 8 9 7 3 1
2 7 3 1 5 4 6 9 8
5 4 9 6 2 8 3 1 7
1 8 6 9 7 3 4 2 5
9 1 2 3 4 7 5 8 6
3 6 4 8 9 5 1 7 2
7 5 8 2 6 1 9 4 3

Solution to June

Get a Bang Out of the Fourth! 
Michael R. Mittleman 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11

 

 

Clues 

Across 

1. Cleared 

7. Bug 

8. Bright fish 

9. Recently 
10. Attendant 

11. Bosom  

Down 

1. Put away, in a way 

2. Illicit cigarette 
3. Potsdam Conference 
    attendee 
4. Tiers 

5. Cheers 

6. Abandon  

 
l i
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 BEN NAWRATH, MICHAEL 

MITTLEMAN & DARYL ROSENBLATT
LOCK, STOCK & DARYL

Contributor:  Mike Mittleman 
Website:  YouTube 
Presenter/Author:  Billy Newton 
Links:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlcX3goSxFQ&list=RDCMUCC6IoQwiGlJ4K8TdcSMUzSg&start_radio=1
&rv=LlcX3goSxFQ&t=623  
Description:  The Newton Makes channel is hosted by… get ready for it… Billy Newton.  Kidding aside, the 
Newton Makes videos are a collection of  neat projects, from oddballs to classics.  Billy is very creative and confi-
dently shares his techniques and ideas.  His repertoire extends way beyond traditional woodworking initiatives.  His 
work area is similar to most home shops and does not hold a comprehensive conglomeration of  all the latest and 
greatest equipment. Instead, it has the equipment and paraphernalia commonly seen in many home shops.  The tech-
niques and ideas are presented in an approachable manner.  Newton Makes is well worth a look. 
 
Contributor: Daryl Rosenblatt 
Website: YouTube 
Video: ImagineGrove Woodworking 
Presenter: Scott Grove 
Links: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRSUIlle6P49snsndDOpdzw 
Description: Full disclosure: At this point Scott is a friend of  mine. I’ve taken classes from him at Marc Adams, and 
we’ve communicated a lot over the years, especially during quarantine. Scott is a master of  veneering, resin inlay, and 
just about any phase of  woodworking where your sanity might come into question. He also has a website, easyin-
lay.com, where he sells some of  his inlay materials. He also has manufactured The Ultimate Router Base, which real-
ly is the best router base on the market (MicroFence is a totally different type of  tool). He has short tips, long tips, 
multi part videos. I’ve learned resin inlay, complex and compound veneering, gilding and patination, methods of  
work, and all manners of  furniture repair. As I said, I’m not objective, but Scott is just plain brilliant.  
 
Contributor: Ben Nawrath 
Website: turnabowl.com 
Presenter: Kent Somethingorother 
Links: https://youtu.be/GqwSC4-A8jY 
Description: I chose this video for a couple of  reasons. 1) I really like the way Kentpresents his material. It’s a lit-
tle long winded, but if  you’re new to turning, or are researching a particular project or skill, it’s great. Mr. 
Somethingorother references a few of  his other videos in this one, videos on some basic skills and concepts (a grain 
supported cut is a FANTASTIC one for anyone, it can help understand tear-out in general).  2) I’ve made one of  
these before, also out of  cherry, and it’s a fun, basic project. If  you have a random chunk of  wood around, and you’re 
looking to make something functional, its great.  And C) it makes a good gift. Or multiple gifts. Like for a gift shop, 
at, you know, a woodworking show. Coming up. September 18 and 19.  
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 SAWMILL VISIT

Horizontal band saw mill.

Moving logs to the mill
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Mill with tilting blade

Blade used in the tilting 

saw mill
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Dimensional lumber cut 

from tree trunks 
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 MICHAEL R. MITTLEMANIN PURSUIT OF THE PERFECT 
WOODWORKING PENCIL

Over the years, I suppose I have invested many hundreds of  dollars in layout equipment:  squares, rulers, bevel 
gauges, dovetail markers, dividers, French curves, protractors, beam compasses, and the like in multiple sizes.  
These instruments are capable of  great precision, accurate to 0.001 of  an inch, or so it is claimed.  The truth 
of  the matter is my cutting accuracy starts to struggle at less than 1/16th of  an inch and collapses altogether at 
1/64th of  an inch.  Of  course, the seasonal wood movement generally exceeds these numbers, so all is a trade-
off.  

Throughout the persnickety labors of  design layout, a common requirement is the need for a marking device, 
usually a pencil.  Why a pencil?  The lines and arcs of  layouts must be easily visible and precise but erasable if  
alterations are required.  Only sanding removes lines created by marking knives and pens. And while pencils 
meet the various criteria, not just any pencil works satisfactorily.  

The pencil lead must reach a fine, sharp point.  The lead must be dark and not so brittle as to break easily.  The 
point must be easily maintained.  Optimally, the pencil line must be readily visible and of  consistent width but 
not dent the wood surface.  The pencil point must work in concert with the other layout tools.  It must faith-
fully follow the assists provided by the design aids, whether an edge or measurement indicator.  

Frankly speaking, most pencils simply do not satisfy these requirements.  Sharpening a wood pencil to achieve 
an adequately sharp point is challenging.  Maintaining the point is nearly impossible – a few lines and resharp-
ening is required.  Moreover, the lead from a wood pencil is not thin enough to use the measurement guide holes 
found in many rulers and squares.  Finally, the erasers found on wood pencils are inadequate at best; they do 
only a so-so job at erasure and often stain the workpiece with a pink residue.  

Thus, we arrive at mechanical pencils.  These offer leads of  varying thicknesses and hardness.  Most have decent 
erasers.  Pencil points are consistent.  They are reasonably priced.  Lead refills and replacement erasers are avail-
able.  Yet, all mechanical pencils are not created equal.  

Frequent issues I have experienced are related to the leads.  The lead-holding mechanism sometimes fails and 
allows the lead to slip or occasionally hinders its advancement.  Sometimes the barrel is too 

smooth, so it does not offer a good grip.  The least expensive offerings 
are universally constructed from lightweight plastic that looks cheap 
and feels flimsy.  These have too-wide tips, which thwart tight agree-
ment with layout guides.  

For consideration as the “perfect” woodworking pencil, I nominate the 
Pentel GraphGear 500 Automatic Drafting Pencil, Blue, model PG527C 
with 0.7 mm leads.  At the time of  this writing. It sells for $6.50.


